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 A New, “Disruptive” Solution for Programming-Free Business Intelligence  
Vitally critical information can be literally “hidden in plain sight.”  This fact is cleverly illustrated in Edgar 
Allan Poe’s classic detective story The Purloined Letter, in which a corrupt government official has 
hidden a stolen document in his apartment.  The police can’t find the letter despite tearing the place 
apart.  Poe’s detective Dupin shocks the police by easily finding the letter, hidden in plain sight on a 
desk alongside other innocuous papers.  Dupin realized, just as the sly government official had, that 
the police would look for the letter only in places where they themselves might hide it, and overlook the 
letter right under their noses! 

Many organizations trying to provide the right ERP-based information to the right person at the right 
time unwittingly embark on a similar strategy as the police in Poe’s story.  Many IT executives 
mistakenly believe the only way managers and workers can acquire and analyze ERP data is through 
Business Intelligence (BI) systems, which often prove to be maddeningly complex and expensive. 

BI expert Neil Raden recently estimated that as much as one third of all BI software licenses worldwide 
are unused “shelfware.”1   BI writer Colin White observed, “Disillusionment with existing BI software is 
already beginning, and some companies…are instead looking for easier and cheaper 
approaches…There is no question that customers are looking for easier and less costly BI 
approaches, and this will open up the marketplace to new BI vendors, and to new and disruptive BI 
technologies.” 2     

Fortunately, such a new and disruptive technology is already here: Report Mining, which leverages an 
existing, plentiful source of enterprise information “hidden in plain sight” – the organization’s library of 
existing ERP report output – as a new, programming-free source of enterprise business intelligence.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Introducing Report Mining and Enterprise Information Management (EIM)  
ERP systems typically offer a vast library of existing “canned” reports and business documents 
(invoices, purchase orders, bills of materials, etc.), typically in plain text or PDF format.  SAP, Oracle, 
Lawson and other ERP vendors offer canned reports that typically number in the thousands.  These 
pre-delivered standard reports are robust in their design and provide the essential information you 
need to make informed business decisions. For each individual reporting requirement that you identify, 
you should first investigate whether your ERP system already offers that report as a “canned” report. 
All of the work is already done for you – there is no coding to do, no security to work out, and all the 
information that you need is embedded within the delivered standard report. 3 Clearly, existing ERP 
reports are a highly trusted source of information, with essential business rules already applied to data. 

Report Mining enables, on demand, the intelligent parsing, transformation and customization of data 
within these plentiful, trusted existing reports into actionable web-enabled business intelligence without 
programming, alone or in combination with structured data sources.  Report-based information can 
now be easily mined into actionable, web-enabled data, for easy filtering, sorting, the addition of 
calculated fields, and summarization with subtotals and grand totals.   Data can be exported to MS 
Excel, PDF, multidimensional data cubes, and much more. 

 

“Disillusionment with existing 
BI software is already 
beginning…There is no 
question that customers are 
looking for easier and less 
costly BI approaches, and this 
will open up the marketplace 
to new BI vendors, and to new
and disruptive BI 
technologies.”  
Colin White, BI Writer 
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Report Mining technology is ushering in a new holistic approach to enterprise BI, more accurately 
described as Enterprise Information Management (EIM).  EIM strives to deliver pervasive BI using all 
existing enterprise information sources, particularly existing reports, which still remain hidden in plain 
sight in far too many organizations, typically ignored by traditional BI systems. 

The Datawatch EIM solutions, powered by its Monarch Report Mining technology, have readily 
provided organizations running ERP solutions the business benefits which often remain elusive using 
traditional BI solutions, including: 

• Easily pull usable data from the ERP system and combine it with data from other 
systems without programming or training.  Organizations maintain data within one (or 
more!) ERP systems, as well as time/attendance systems, HR and payroll systems and 
more, as well as other data provided by external sources.  Report Mining solutions from 
Datawatch make this critical cross-system data integration surprisingly simple and 
programming-free, by transforming the report output provided by each system and 
information source into actionable data. 

• Enable end users to get the data they need on their own without always asking for IT 
help.  Datawatch has enabled ERP customers to provide their users with a truly self-service 
environment for workers to get the right information to the right people at the right time, while 
eliminating requests to IT for help, without programming. 

• Quickly and easily work with ERP data in Excel.  Other BI solutions may offer some Excel 
integration, but also typically require live access to ERP databases and a huge investment in 
prerequisite software.  In contrast, the Datatwatch EIM solutions automatically mine data 
from existing ERP reports into customized Excel templates, delivered to the right people at 
the right time, again with no programming, no need for live database access and no long-
winded, expensive implementation.  Datawatch offers a programming-free solution to 
automatically enable working with ERP data and other data using Excel.   

Increasingly, organizations are discovering the compelling cost savings and business benefits awaiting 
them by taking on a new EIM approach to providing the right ERP information to the right person at the 
right time.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Unlocking SAP Data Without BI Programming: European Patent Office 
The European Patent Office (EPO), based in Munich, Germany, and The Hague, Netherlands, is the 
patent granting authority for Europe, with over 6,000 employees located throughout the continent. EPO 
utilizes several standard SAP modules including Financial Accounting, Controlling, Material 
Management and Project Systems.   

Unfortunately, EPO faced several very serious SAP reporting challenges.  First and foremost, EPO 
concluded it had too many expensive (named) SAP licenses for occasional users of the system who 
often simply needed to run certain reports.  Additionally, the existing reports did not match the users’ 
expectations and designing and developing ad-hoc applications to replace them was also expensive 
with long development times.   
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The problems did not stop there. Other SAP reports required layout and logic changes, but the means 
to do so, such as through BI tools, for example, were deemed too complicated for end users.  Some 
SAP reports were also not useful without additional data found within other reports, making it difficult, 
for example, to match procurement requests with vendor invoices and assigned budgets.  These 
reporting problems caused numerous reporting delays, which resulted in an unacceptable loss of 
budget control. 

Datawatch|ES, a web-enabled Enterprise Information Management (EIM) solution from Datawatch, 
resolved these and other needs identified by EPO, with no new database programming, while 
leveraging EPO’s existing substantial SAP investment.  Even better, Datawatch|ES was implemented 
at a fraction of the cost, time and complexity of alternative BI solutions. 

Datawatch|ES replaced the need for the manual running of SAP reports, or directly accessing SAP 
data tables, with web-enabled archiving of SAP reports on a regular basis.  End users now access 
Datawatch|ES, not SAP, to access needed reports, with full security applied uniformly across the 
organization; for example, EPO director might have authority to access to more indexed report 
sections than a manager.   

From there, EPO end users can also automatically mine the data from archived SAP reports into an 
online table, ready for sorting, filtering, export to Excel or PDF, and even drill-down analysis using ES 
Cube, Datawatch’s optional multidimensional analysis module, enabling graphical analysis at any level 
of data detail. 

Datawatch even fulfilled EPO’s need to combine data buried within several different reports, using 
Monarch Data Pump, a server-based solution providing automated report mining and data exporting.  
The data from certain SAP reports are automatically pre-mined and aggregated together into a single 
report by Monarch Data Pump, which can then be archived into Datawatch|ES. 

Finally, Datawatch|ES provided EPO online forms management, by rendering certain report data into 
XML forms.  For example, certain vendor data can be rendered into online reminder letters, which is 
then securely accessed online by the vendors themselves. 

The ROI provided by Datawatch|ES was compelling: EPO was able to discontinue many SAP named 
licenses and cut the CPU processing requirements – these savings alone have paid for EPO’s 
Datawatch|ES system.  The organization has also achieved substantial savings in IT time and 
resources previously devoted to SAP reporting requests and SAP user administration. 

In the words of Paul Giroul, Application Management-Finance for EPO, “Datawatch|ES has solved our 
SAP reporting needs, with no new programming, and no need for live connections to the SAP system 
or other database.  Plus, Datawatch has dramatically cut our ongoing SAP costs. 

“Thanks to Datawatch|ES, our existing SAP reports are easily produced and distributed and can be 
made accessible online with complete security.  Our managers and directors can view the data mined 
from those reports in any manner they wish, with the click of the mouse.  We are very pleased with the 
new SAP reporting and data access and flexibility we now have from Datawatch|ES.”  

 

 

 

European Patent Office 

“Datawatch|ES has solved 
our SAP reporting needs, 
with no new programming, 
and no need for live 
connections to the SAP 
system or other database.  
Plus, Datawatch has 
dramatically cut our 
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Paul Giroul, Application 
Management, Finance 
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 Converging Internal and External Report-Based Information: BCD Travel  

BCD Travel is the world’s third largest corporate travel management company, employing over 12,000 
employees and representing over $12 billion in annual revenue, from airline ticket sales to corporate 
travel management programs.  The company has saved hundreds of thousands of dollars since the 
company turned to Datawatch to transform its ERP reports and other internal and external information 
sources into actionable BI without programming.  Terri Burgess, Manager of Enterprise Reporting for 
BCD Travel, explained a representative BI challenge, very effectively solved by Datawatch.   

“We use Monarch Data Pump [the Datawatch enterprise information delivery system] as a 
programming-free bridge between our American Express transaction system and our PeopleSoft ERP 
system,” said Burgess.  “We receive billing information from American Express itemizing charges and 
fees incurred by our customers.  As soon as that report is delivered to BCD Travel via FTP each day, 
Monarch Data Pump automatically mines the data from that report and delivers the data as an Excel 
file, which is then uploaded into our PeopleSoft system, enabling the invoicing process within 
PeopleSoft to begin.   

“Monarch Data Pump also saves the billing data in a text format and copies it to our Datawatch|ES 
web-based report archive and business intelligence solution.  Even better, Monarch Data Pump sends 
our managers an email alerting them that the American Express billing data has been process and 
directed to the PeopleSoft invoicing system.  Our managers can then open up Datawatch|ES in their 
web browser to view and analyze the billing data that has been processed.” 

“Datawatch|ES is also used to analyze the frequency of debit memos [which are issued if a billing error 
is made] over time,” Burgess adds.  “This enables us to perform scorecarding of our divisions and their 
staff to help identify who may need additional training to reduce transaction processing errors in the 
future.  This scorecarding analysis is possible, without programming, with the combination of Monarch 
Data Pump to acquire needed information and Datawatch|ES to enable web-based viewing and 
analysis of that information.” 

“Monarch Data Pump, along with Datawatch|ES, serves a vital, programming-free role in our daily 
billing processes, greatly simplifying a critical workflow that multiple managers across the organization 
are waiting for each day.” 

“Datawatch|ES and Monarch Data Pump help us present our company to our clients as a technology-
savvy company that is doing things the right way,” concludes Burgess.  “The functionality and business 
value of Datawatch|ES and Monarch Data Pump is exceptional.” 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Automated Excel-Based Enterprise Dashboards: Esselte  
Esselte is a leading global manufacturer of office supplies, selling over 30,000 different innovative 
office products in over 120 countries worldwide.  The company recently expanded its use Report 
Mining technology across the entire organization through the implementation of Monarch Data Pump, 
to very quickly produce comprehensive, automatically delivered reporting for executives, directors and 

BCD Travel 

Datawatch EIM solutions 
provide “a programming-
free bridge” between its 
PeopleSoft ERP system, 
transaction reports issued 
by American Express, and 
debit memos issued by 
airlines.   

“The functionality and 
business value of 
Datawatch|ES and 
Monarch Data Pump is 
exceptional.” 

Terri Burgess, Manager, 
Enterprise Reporting 
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managers located at the company’s manufacturing sites across North America, to facilitate effective 
management of the company’s just-in-time “pull inventory” system.   

“Clearly, the better we can manage our pull inventory system, the better we can achieve 100% on-time 
filled orders and the highest level of customer satisfaction,” said Luis Becerril, Director of Pull 
Inventory, North America.  “Monarch Data Pump enabled us to rapidly develop and deploy a 
comprehensive enterprise dashboard system for our North America manufacturing sites.” Thanks to 
Monarch Data Pump, “there was no need for new database programming, no need for expensive, new 
business intelligence or data management systems, and no need for end user training.”  

Esselte’s success in completing its project without a long-winded and expensive implementation 
process can be attributed to two decisions: developing the dashboards using MS Excel, and selecting 
Monarch Data Pump for programming-free data acquisition and automated information delivery. 

The company’s ERP system “processes our business transactions very reliably, but getting data out of 
the system is difficult,” said Spielman.  “There were no shortage of possible solutions which would 
have required us to replace existing hardware and existing information assets, and create and maintain 
brand new [BI] solutions, but we definitely did not want to do that.”  Instead of embarking on such an 
expensive ‘rip and replace’ strategy to deliver BI, Esselte instead selected Monarch Data Pump to 
easily acquire and deliver customized enterprise data, mined from existing ERP reports. 

The impact of Monarch Data Pump on Esselte America’s operations has been dramatic.  “Over 100 
employees at all levels in the organization now routinely rely on the Excel-based reporting 
automatically updated with fresh data and delivered via email, using Monarch Data Pump,” said 
Spielman.  “They are very happy with the information they are receiving.  The data is timely, 
completely accurate, and presented in Excel which they are already familiar with.  It’s all possible and 
surprisingly simple with Monarch Data Pump.” 

“Monarch Data Pump is helping us achieve more efficient inventory management, and better on-time 
order rates,” said Becerill.  “All this was realized with no new programming of any kind to our 
databases or our core ERP application, while also avoiding the need for any new business intelligence 
solutions.  The business benefits from our investment in Monarch Data Pump have been amazing.” 

Indeed, Esselte’s remarkable success with its rapidly deployed, programming-free dashboard solution, 
powered by Monarch Data Pump, was honored by leading BI and performance management 
technology advisory firm Ventana Research as a 2007 Performance Management Leadership Award 
Finalist. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Discovering Business Intelligence Hidden in Plain Sight: The Time is Now  
Just as Dupin amazed the police in with a seemingly effortless retrieval of the stolen letter after their 
own fruitless exhaustive efforts, so too can a Report Mining solution astound enterprise knowledge 
workers with its dramatically faster and easier implementation cycle, ease of use, and ability to fulfill 
the promise the right information to the right people at the right time, at a fraction of the complexity and 
cost of traditional BI solutions.  

There is no better time than now to take a long, hard look at the Datawatch EIM solutions, leveraging 
existing reports as a simple, powerful and “hidden in plain sight” source of actionable enterprise data. 

Esselte 

“Monarch Data Pump is 
helping us achieve more 
efficient inventory 
management, and better 
on-time order rates.  All 
this was realized with no 
new programming of any 
kind to our databases or 
our core ERP application, 
while also avoiding the 
need for any new business 
intelligence solutions.” 

Luis Becerril, Director of 
Pull Inventory, North 
America  
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 About the Datawatch Family of EIM Solutions  
Datawatch|ES uniquely provides web-enabled enterprise BI, providing enterprise report management, 
online data analysis, MS Excel integration and more, at a fraction of the complexity and cost of other 
solutions.   

Unlike traditional BI systems, Datawatch|ES leverages your existing report output as a programming-
free source of BI, building a web-enabled report archive for easy storage and distribution. 
Datawatch|ES then automatically transforms this report-based information into live online data, for 
easy online analysis and export, with no programming, no need for live database connections and 
virtually no end user training. 

Datawatch|ES provides the right reports and data to the right people, anytime, while uniquely 
leveraging the huge investment your organization has already made in your current ERP and other 
enterprise systems.  The Datawatch Monarch Report Mining technology makes it all possible. Only 
Datawatch|ES can transform your existing information sources into actionable business intelligence 
with no need to build a new BI infrastructure from scratch. 

 

Monarch Data Pump V9 is a server-based enterprise information delivery and data ETL (Extraction, 
Transformation & Loading) solution. Monarch Data Pump V9 automatically creates and delivers 
customized data across your organization at a fraction of the cost and time of alternative solutions. 

Unlike other enterprise reporting and information delivery systems, Monarch Data Pump V9 
automatically transforms unstructured data sources, such as report files and PDF files, into live, 
customized data with no programming, for easy delivery across the enterprise, including robust 
integration with MS SharePoint.  Monarch Data Pump V9 also works with structured data sources, 
such as databases, spreadsheets, and OLE DB/ODBC data sources.  The professional version of 
Monarch Data Pump V9 is designed for high production data volumes, capable of accommodating up 
to 32 CPUs, along with remote administration, and MS SQL Server Information Services (SSIS) 
integration. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Endnotes 
1 Neil Raden. Business Intelligence 2.0: Simple, More Accessible, Inevitable. Intelligent Enterprise, February 1, 
2007. 

2 Colin White. The Need for Easier and Lower Cost Business Intelligence. Business Intelligence Network, 
September 19, 2007. 

3 The Three Biggest Misconceptions About SAP Reporting - And How to Dispel Them, SAP Professional Journal, 
May/June 2002. 
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 Contact Datawatch 
Datawatch Corporation • 271 Mill Road • Chelmsford, MA 01824 USA 
http://www.datawatch.com • sales@datawatch.com 
Toll Free US (800) 445-3311 • +1-978-441-2200 

Europe/Middle East/Africa: 
sales_euro@datawatch.com • Tel: +44 (0) 0845 362 3270 • Fax: +44 (0) 845 362 3271 
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